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Abstract—Latent variable model based on variational autoen-
coder (VAE) is influential in machine learning for signal process-
ing. VAE basically suffers from the issue of posterior collapse
in sequential learning procedure where the variational posterior
easily collapses to a prior as standard Gaussian. Latent semantics
are then neglected in optimization process. The recurrent decoder
therefore generates noninformative or repeated sequence data.
To capture sufficient latent semantics from sequence data, this
study simultaneously fulfills an amortized regularization for
encoder, extends a Gaussian mixture prior for latent variable,
and runs a skip connection for decoder. The noise robust prior,
learned from the amortized encoder, is likely aware of temporal
features. A variational prior based on the amortized mixture
density is formulated in implementation of variational recurrent
autoencoder for sequence reconstruction and representation.
Owing to skip connection, the sequence samples are continuously
predicted in decoder with contextual precision at each time step.
Experiments on language model and sentiment classification show
that the proposed method mitigates the issue of posterior collapse
and learns the meaningful latent features to improve the inference
and generation for semantic representation.

Index Terms—sequential learning, Bayesian learning, recurrent
neural network, variational autoencoder, language model

I. INTRODUCTION

Generative neural networks have been emerging in the
era of signal processing and machine learning. Generative
adversarial network [1], [2], variational autoencoder (VAE)
[3], [4], autoregressive neural network and normalizing flow
[5], [6] have been extensively developed for a variety of
applications [7]–[10]. Among these models, VAE has the ad-
vantages of utilizing the latent variables in model construction
and characterizing the randomness in learning representation.
By applying the variational inference in neural latent variable
model, VAE is learned to estimate the distribution of latent
variables [11] or equivalently infer the structure of disen-
tangled features [12] from input samples. VAE is composed
of an encoder as inference model to recognize the latent
variable and a decoder as generative model to reconstruct
the random signal. The encoder obtains latent representation
corresponding to input sample while the decoder generates the
synthesized data given by latent samples. Encoder and decoder
in a latent variable model are jointly optimized by maximizing
the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of log likelihood.

Although VAE has been successfully developed, we still
face challenges in learning procedure for sequence data.
Previous studies [13]–[15] showed that vanilla VAE could

not generate meaningful sentences. The distribution of latent
variable was reduced to a standard Gaussian. The generated
samples were deficient in diversity. This phenomenon is un-
desirable since the variational posterior lacks dependence on
input data. The issue of posterior collapse happens because the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between variational poste-
rior and standard Gaussian prior in ELBO is close to zero. The
variational posterior barely learns temporal information from
input time-series signals. This causes a meaningless latent
representation. Sampling from this posterior has no difference
from sampling by a standard Gaussian. VAE is then realized as
an autoregressive and generative model where the underlying
structure of data was disregarded. To deal with this challenge,
the von Mises-Fisher distribution was used to replace Gaussian
distribution in a latent variable model [16]. Also, the one-
dimensional convolutional neural network [14] was exploited
as a hierarchical decoder to tackle this challenge by restricting
the receptive field in a temporal convolutional network.

This paper proposes a new Bayesian framework to deal with
the dilemma in variational sequential learning [17], [18] which
is caused by collapse of KL term in ELBO during optimization
procedure. By referring [19], [20], this work is motivated
to learn an informative prior by using the Gaussian mixture
model which encourages a flexible construction of latent space
from training data. A variational mixture prior is learned.
In the implementation, the encoder and decoder are further
strengthened by performing the amortized regularization and
skip connection, respectively. Amortized regularization leads
to a smooth encoder for sequence data. This smooth encoder
compresses the neighboring sequences from observation space
into nearby locations in latent space. Owing to the preserva-
tion of distribution of temporal structure, the latent code is
embedded with semantic and stochastic meaning in sequence
data. Moreover, the skip connection from latent code to hidden
state in recurrent network is enforced at each time so as to
enrich latent information for prediction of output sequence.
Information loss is reduced during propagation of recurrent
steps in decoding which leads to a desirable latent space.

II. VARIATIONAL RECURRENT AUTOENCODER

Variational neural models based on variational autoencoder
(VAE) and variational recurrent autoencoder (VRAE) are first
introduced. Basically, VAE is a neural machine consisting
of an encoder and a decoder where the encoder acts as an
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inference model for latent distribution and the decoder serves
as a generative model for reconstructing signals from latent
distribution. VAE is learned from a set of training signals x by
optimizing over a model with decoder parameter θ and latent
variable z. In learning procedure, VAE introduces a variational
distribution qφ(z|x) with encoder parameter φ to approximate
true posterior p(z|x). The evidence lower bound (ELBO) of
log marginal likelihood is formulated as a learning objective
for maximization which is decomposed in a form of

log p(x) ≥ Eqφ(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)]−DKL(qφ(z|x)‖p(z)) (1)

where p(z) ∼ N (0, I) is a standard Gaussian, and the first
and second terms in ELBO denote the reconstruction and reg-
ularization losses, respectively. The posterior collapse happens
when the regularization loss or KL term goes to zero. In [6],
[8], [21], the normalizing flow was proposed to obtain flexible
variational distribution. Normalizing flow utilized a number of
invertible transformations to assure richness and smoothness
in latent distribution. In [13], [22], VRAE was proposed for
sequence generation where two individual recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) were employed in encoder and decoder.
VRAE was developed for modeling of music signals and
text data. As illustrated by the recursive nature of VRAE
in Figure 1(a), the encoder RNN recursively characterizes
time samples x = {xt}Tt=1 and finally infers random variable
z by using the deterministic hidden state at last time hT .
Meanwhile, the decoder RNN reconstructs the input sequence
x recursively from the initial hidden state s0 and the begin
of sentence <BOS>. The initial hidden state s0 is obtained
by a mapping or embedding function based on the first input
<BOS> and the latent code z sampled from the variational
distribution qφ(z|x). In practice, the teacher forcing is imposed
on decoder to prevent wrong predictions recursively affecting
later predictions during training procedure. In [15], [23], [24],
the posterior collapse in VAE or VRAE was compensated by
adjustable hyperparameter, strong encoder or self attention.

III. SEQUENTIAL LEARNING AND REGULARIZATION

To deal with the difficulties in Bayesian sequential pro-
cessing and learning, we integrate the variational mixture
prior, the amortized regularization and the skip connection for
robust sequence representation. This method tackles the issue
of posterior collapse through different components in VRAE
ranging from encoder to decoder and latent variable.

A. Amortized Regularization on Encoder

Traditionally, variational inference is implemented by op-
timizing p(x) using individual samples x = {xt}. This is
usually impractical when a large dataset x is adopted. The
amortized variational inference replaces the per-sample opti-
mization over p(x) by means of an inference model qφ(z|x)
driven by encoder parameter φ. In general, VAE relies on
the amortized inference which accelerates the computation
by amortizing the optimization on each sample. An inference
model is then optimized by using all data samples. In addition
to this acceleration, the amortized variational inference was

treated as a regularization for maximum likelihood estimation
[9]. An alternative learning objective to ELBO was derived as

max
θ

(
Ep̂(x) [log pθ(x)]−min

φ
Ep̂(x) [DKL (qφ(z|x)‖pθ(z|x))]

)
(2)

where a uniform distribution p̂(x) over a dataset x is used. The
choice of variational parameter φ or amortized inference model
qφ(z|x), via KL minimization, actually regularizes the opti-
mization of marginal likelihood pθ(x). This is implemented
by injecting the isotropic Gaussian noise ε ∼ N (0, σ2I),
i.e. using qφ(z|x + ε) in Eq. (2) or using hidden states
ht + ε in RNN encoder. The denoising VRAE is constructed
to regularize the mapping or control the smoothness of an
inference model. Smoothness indicates that neighboring data
samples are mapped to similar locations in latent space. This
property is merged in VRAE so that the sequence embedding
can preserve semantic information, or equivalently the words
with similar meanings are embedded with similar mappings.
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(b) VRAE with the amortized regularization and skip connection

Fig. 1: Illustration of baseline and new sequence representations.

B. Variational Mixture Prior for Latent Variable

Using VAE, the prior distribution p(z) is often assumed
as a standard Gaussian. Such a naive assumption likely leads
to over regularization or posterior collapse in the estimated
variational distribution qφ(z|x), as reflected by KL term in
Eq. (1). Inspired by [20], this study estimates the variational
prior for VRAE by using Nv validation sequences or sentences

pλ(z) =
1

Nv

Nv∑
n=1

qφ(z|xn) (3)

which is seen as a sentence-level mixture prior of latent
variable z. The restriction of simple prior is then relaxed.
ELBO is maximized to find variational prior pλ(z). However,
this prior becomes infeasible if Nv is large. In [20], the
pseudo inputs were introduced as additional parameters to
learn the amortized prior. Nevertheless, pseudo inputs could
not be used in sequential learning since the length of each
sequence was not fixed. In the experiments, we estimate the
amortized mixture prior by using validation sentences, which
is efficient and memory saving. The variational mixture prior is
jointly learned with the variational posterior through stochastic
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backpropagation given by a shared φ. A learnable prior leads
to a multimodal and flexible latent space without increasing
the number of parameters. A new variant of VRAE can be
trained in an end-to-end style where the posterior collapse is
alleviated in Bayesian sequential learning.
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(b) VRAE with skip regularization

Fig. 2: Information paths. Dashed line denotes encoder with sampling.

C. Skip Regularization on Decoder

Skip connection has been widely used in deep neural net-
works such as the residual network [25] or highway network
[26]. In [27], skip connection was incorporated into VAE
where the mutual information between observations x and
latent codes z was maximized. Different from previous works,
this study deals with sequence representation and carries out
the skip connection on RNN decoder which is combined with
the RNN encoder imposed by the amortized regularization and
driven by the variational mixture prior for latent variable z. An
overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 1(b). RNN decoder
basically predicts new sample xt given by the previous inputs
x<t. Information flow is passed from encoder to decoder
only through the initial hidden state s0. However, in training
stage of VRAE, the usage of teacher forcing provides another
source of information. Such a source information reduces the
dependence on the latent space, and accordingly causes the
issue of posterior collapse. With the skip connection, the latent
code z is enforced to join every prediction at different time
steps t. The information path from encoder to the prediction
is shortened. Figure 2 compares the information paths in VAE
and VRAE. This comparison depicts how skip connection
changes the generation process. This change mitigates the
posterior collapse due to the restriction of RNN and the nature
of autoregression. RNN is restricted by gradient vanishing
and exploding. Autoregressive model is hard to make right
prediction if past predictions are wrong. Skip connection copes
with these issues in sequential learning from long sequences.

We construct a VRAE variant with amortized regularization,
mixture prior and skip connection which is denoted by VRAE-
AMS. The learning criterion L(x; θ, φ) is expressed by

Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]−DKL

(
qφ(z|x+ ε)

∥∥∥∥ 1

Nv

Nv∑
n=1

qφ (z|xn)

)
.

(4)
The stochastic backpropagation procedure is addressed in
Algorithm 1. Encoder function f enc

φ (·) and decoder function
f dec
θ (·) calculate the hidden states h and s using recurrent

inputs {xt,ht−1} and {xt, st−1, z}, respectively. Skip con-
nection and amortized inference are implemented. f (q)φ (·) and
f
(o)
θ (·) calculate the variational and generative distributions

Algorithm 1: Training procedure for VRAE-AMS
Input minibatches of x & hyperparameter σ2

Initialize parameters θ, φ & hidden states s0, h0

for number of iterations do
Encoder:
for t = 1, · · · , T do

ε ∼ N (0, σ2I)
ht−1 ← ht−1 + ε
ht ← f enc

φ (xt,ht−1)
end
qφ(z|x)← f

(q)
φ (hT )

z← sample from qφ(z|x)
Decoder:
for t = 1, · · · , T do

st ← f dec
θ (xt, st−1, z)

pθ(xt+1|x≤t, z)← f
(o)
θ (st)

end
Compute learning objective L(x; θ, φ) in Eq. (4)
Update parameters {θ, φ} via gradient ascent by using
{∇θL,∇φL}

end

for latent samples z and synthesized data xt, respectively. The
reparameterization trick [3] is applied to draw random samples
z. Stochastic backpropagation via gradient ascent using Eq. (4)
is performed for sequence generation and representation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The performance of sequential learning were evaluated by
semantic representation using three benchmark datasets: Penn
TreeBank (PTB) [28], Yelp 2013 (Yelp) [16] and IMDB [29].

A. Experimental Setup

In the experiments, the vanilla VRAE was seen as baseline
system. VRAE using the normalizing flow (denoted by VRAE-
F) [8], [21] was implemented. The inverse autoregressive flow
was used to transform the posterior. There were ten convex
combinations for flow transformation. For ablation study,
VRAE-AS and VRAE-AM are implemented to evaluate the
simplified variants without mixture prior and skip connection,
respectively, VRAE-A, VRAE-M and VRAE-S were carried
out by simplifying VRAE-AMS where only the amortized
regularization [9], the variational mixture prior [20] and the
skip connection [27] were performed, respectively. Annealing
in β-VAE [23] was applied in different methods. Different
from [8], [9], [20], [21], [27] based on VAE, this paper
conducted sequential learning by using sequence data based
on VRAE. The recurrent machine RNN was based on the
long short-term memory (LSTM) [30]. The latent variable
z was learned for sentence generation in language modeling
[31], [32] as well as in sentiment classification. There were
four metrics in language modeling tasks where negative log-
likelihood (NLL) and perplexity (PPL) showed the ability of
word generation and prediction, KL value reflected if the
model prevented the posterior collapse, and the number of
active units (AU) investigated how well the inference model
was active to work. Larger KL indicated more likely the latent
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space z was learned. While we had 32 dimensions in latent
space of z, the models exploiting larger dimensions or active
units were considered to work better in inference procedure.
An active dimension was defined to achieve its variance to
be greater than 0.01. A small set (5%) of collected data were
held out as the validation sentences {xn}Nvn=1 to determine the
variational mixture prior in Eq. (3). 85% of collected data was
used as training data and the remaining 10% was adopted as
test data. The hyperparameter σ2 for amortized regularization
was selected as 0.5. t-SNE [33] was used to visualize two-
dimensional (2-D) samples from z ∈ R32. Adam optimizer
[34] with initial learning rate 0.001 was adopted. Gradient
clipping was applied with maximum norm 5. Minibatch size
was 32. Computation cost was evaluated.

B. Language Modeling on Penn TreeBank

PTB is a standard dataset for evaluation of language model
which predicts the next word based on the history words.
In PTB, the average length of a sentence was 21.1 words.
Vocabulary size was set to 8K. The proposed VRAE-AMS
is assessed by different metrics. Table I reports the results
of LSTM and different variants of VRAE-AMS. Overall,
VRAE-AMS obtains the best performance for generation, as
it achieves the lowest NLL and PPL. It successfully prevents
posterior collapse and has the most effective result with the
largest KL value. For a 32 dimensional latent space, VRAE-
M exploits the largest dimensions among different VRAEs.
VRAE-F utilizes 27 of them. Advanced VRAEs obtain much
larger AU than vanilla VRAE. VRAE-S performs better than
the other stand-alone methods. Skip connection is crucial.

TABLE I: Evaluation of LSTM and VRAEs for language mod-
eling using PTB. The abbreviation ‘F’ means flow posterior,
‘A’ means amortized regularization, ‘M’ means mixture prior
and ‘S’ means skip connection. The best numbers are bold.

Model NLL KL PPL AU

LSTM 102.27 – 132.89 –
VRAE 101.45 4.86 127.78 4
VRAE-F 101.24 4.79 122.35 27
VRAE-A 100.31 4.95 115.41 9
VRAE-M 100.88 4.97 117.03 29
VRAE-S 99.15 6.37 110.67 18
VRAE-AS 98.15 6.47 109.29 19
VRAE-AM 98.37 5.98 109.90 20
VRAE-AMS 97.69 6.58 106.81 25

C. Language Modeling on Yelp 2013

Yelp is a restaurant review dataset collected from Yelp
Dataset Challenge in year 2013. There were 47.6 words in
average in a review. Vocabulary size was 12K. Results are
shown in Table II. The training time of different VRAEs
relative to vanilla VRAE was reported. 20 epochs were run.
VRAE-AMS achieves the lowest value on NLL and PPL. The
highest value in KL divergence was measured by VRAE-AS
where there were 20 active units in 32 dimensions which was
smaller than 26 of using VRAE-M. VRAE-AMS improves

VRAE and outperforms the other models in generation per-
formance. Comparing different standard alone components, the
mixture prior spends the highest computation and the skip
connection performs the best in NLL and PPL. Nevertheless,
the complementary processing and learning on encoder, de-
coder and latent distribution do improve system performance.
In addition, Figures 3(a) and (b) compare the global structures
of 2-D latent space of VRAE and AMP-VRAE, respectively.
VRAE has a latent space in shape of a circle, which indicates
Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariances. VRAE-AMS,
on the other hand, reflects the multi-modal mixture distribu-
tion, which leads to rich information in latent space.

(a) VRAE in Yelp (b) VRAE-AMS in Yelp

(c) VRAE in IMDB (d) VRAE-AMS in IMDB

Fig. 3: Latent distributions on Yelp and IMDB datasets.

TABLE II: Evaluation of different methods using Yelp.

Model NLL KL PPL AU Time

LSTM 196.69 – 62.91 – –
VRAE 196.28 2.25 62.38 3 1x
VRAE-F 195.83 2.21 61.21 19 1.02x
VRAE-A 194.98 2.35 59.19 8 2.06x
VRAE-M 194.35 2.40 59.85 24 2.69x
VRAE-S 192.39 4.99 57.37 22 2.17x
VRAE-AS 192.11 5.19 57.11 20 3.17x
VRAE-AM 192.24 5.09 57.39 23 3.25x
VRAE-AMS 191.80 5.18 56.76 26 3.69x

D. Sentiment Classification on IMDB

IMDB is the movie review dataset collected from the Inter-
net Movie Database website. IMDB contained 50K labeled
data with even number of positive and negative reviews.
The average length in a review was 78.2 words. Vocabulary
size was 20K. Evaluations on language modeling and sen-
timent classification were performed. In the implementation,
an additional classifier was connected to the learned latent
samples z and used to predict if the review is positive or
negative. The classifier was jointly trained with the sequence
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TABLE III: Evaluation of different methods using IMDB.

Model NLL KL PPL AU Accu(%)

VRAE 387.67 1.56 141.58 4 68.04
VRAE-F 387.86 1.85 141.92 25 67.94
VRAE-A 386.37 2.06 139.24 10 69.94
VRAE-M 386.69 2.09 139.82 9 68.76
VRAE-S 383.25 2.32 137.23 20 70.10
VRAE-AS 382.84 2.29 137.11 22 71.22
VRAE-AM 383.02 2.25 138.05 18 70.85
VRAE-AMS 381.92 2.92 136.23 24 72.30

representation using VRAE-AMS. The NLL, KL, PPL, AU
and classification accuracy were reported. Table III shows
that VRAE-AMS achieves the best results in most metrics.
Although the active units are less than those in VRAE-F, the
accuracy using VRAE-AMS is still improved. Figures 3(c)
and (d) also show the 2-D latent spaces of VRAE and VRAE-
AMS, respectively. Orange indicates the positive reviews while
blue indicates the negative reviews. VRAE and VRAE-AMS
can separate most of reviews in different classes. Source codes
of VRAE-AMS are implemented by PyTorch and accessible
at https://github.com/NCTUMLlab/Chih-Jung-Tsai/.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper have presented the Bayesian sequential learning
for semantic representation which was applied for language
modeling as well as sentiment classification. A new varia-
tional recurrent autoencoder was proposed by incorporating
the amortized regularization, the variational mixture prior and
the skip connection for regularized processing and learning in
encoder, latent space and decoder. Amortized regularization
resulted in smoothing the encoder and extracting the semantic
information. Variational mixture prior led to rich latent vari-
able representation. Skip connection reinforced the latent code
to join each prediction in the decoder. Experimental results on
three tasks showed that these three complementary schemes
alleviated the issue of posterior collapse and improved the
performance of VRAE for sequence representation.
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